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C U LT U R E V S . C A N O N
by Elijah Beahm and Gavin Craig

Editor’s note: This series of letters continues a discussion that began in Exploits #5. Elijah Beahm
first brought up the topic of culture and canon in “Would the Real Dark Troopers Please Stand
Up?” Gavin Craig then responded to some of Elijah’s points in his piece for Unwinnable Monthly
#106, “Culture is Not Canon.” They wanted to hash out their ideas more in this issue of Exploits,
and I was happy to give them the space to do so!
– Melissa King, Managing Editor
Hello Gavin,
To start, yes, culture alone cannot define canon. Every creative work is decided upon by its
creators, first and foremost. There’s a problem, though, when insinuating that culture doesn’t
have its place in deciding what is or isn’t canon, let alone the course of a franchise. Whole works
of fiction wouldn’t exist without culture guiding what was produced. Mass Effect 3 underwent a
massive retcon to its controversial ending, specifically addressing fan concerns. Green Lantern’s
Parallax arc, while never erased from DC canon, remains carefully tucked under a convenient
rug.
Half-Life: Prospekt was approved by Valve as a sequel to Half-Life: Opposing Force, despite
originating as a fan effort. #CloneWarsSaved and the appearance of Grand Admiral Thrawn in
Rebels were also due to cultural push. It’s why Young Justice survived and its characters have
begun dripping into the mainline continuity. While IP owners have final say, they don’t come to
these decisions in a vacuum. Even before the internet, Sherlock Holmes died, only for fandom
to resurrect him after Sir Arthur Conan Doyle gave him the ax. Now we live in a world where
culture a nd creators can engage far more directly. The lines that once divided are blurred, for
better or worse.
Just because one person is steering the boat, doesn’t mean they can ignore the course their
audience is pointing to. If anything, it puts more weight on creators’ shoulders, because now
they have to learn how to read the crowd in a whole new way. I’m not saying that every fan
response is justified, or that some of the choices made because of them were for the best. Yet,
we’ve also seen marvelous things come about because of fans and creators agreeing to the right
heading. It’s no longer dictation from one party to the masses, but a conversation.
***
Elijah,
There’s a lot to chew on here, and I think it’s useful if I try to clarify my terms. When I wrote
that “culture is not canon,” I wasn’t using culture, as you seem to be, to refer to the audience as
opposed to the author and/or IP holder of a creative property. I think we would agree that the
ongoing life of a creative work is a complex set of interactions between the thing envisioned

and shaped by its author(s) and the thing as received, imagined and re-shaped by its audience.
I think that we re-create a creative work every time we engage with it and that, in the best cases,
creative works exceed their authors and become not just a story we were told but a part of the
stories we tell and re-tell.
This ongoing process of re-shaping and re-telling beyond the strict limits of the original work
is what I’m referring to as culture, and I see canon as oppositional to this process. When culture
and not canon is at work, then there are multiple versions of stories like the Greek myths, with
no way to determine which version is definitive and no purpose served in doing so. Robin
Hood turns up in Ivanhoe. Shakespeare adapts his plots from the histories and legends available to him, and if a troupe of actors prefers that Romeo and Juliet survive, then they are free
to stage a new ending as they please. If a new version of a story is compelling, it survives and is
re-told, perhaps alongside the earlier versions.
Most importantly, in culture, it isn’t Shakespeare who decides whether his star-crossed lovers
live or die. It isn’t even the theatre troupe. It’s us. Canon, even in the instances you cite, doesn’t
work like this. Fandom didn’t resurrect Sherlock Holmes. Doyle did, ten years after Holmes’
“death,” because his historical fiction wasn’t selling. Canon – an “official” set of stories based
in intellectual property rights – sells us the lie that the market is the only way to participate
in our stories, and that if rights holders respond to market pressures that they’re “listening” to
us. Even worse, the idea of canon has convinced us that the indefinite private ownership of our
stories is legitimate, and that’s the most pernicious outcome of all.
***
Gavin,
I think we’re more in agreement than one might presume. I’m not defending “official” canon
as it stands. Corporations aren’t poets and shouldn’t be treated as such. We also seem agreed
that the community should have a say in things and that works of fiction should have lives that
extend far beyond the rights holders. However, canon itself doesn’t have to be the problem;
amazing works have been born from working within those confines. The problem is how it’s
used and valued.
My criticism of Dark Troopers that kicked this whole conversation off? I was laughing at
the situation. I don’t get excited for Star Wars’ canon works anymore. Years of people’s writing,
tossed aside primarily because Chewbacca died in a Legends book and Disney wanted to keep
making Chewbacca toys. It’s insulting, degrading and mostly redundant given most of it is the
same, Xeroxed. I hate that for months I stressed about some billionaires telling me the fiction I
loved was irrelevant. It wasn’t until I stopped, and opted to join a roleplay group who also didn’t
care, that I enjoyed Star Wars again. Only through the culture did I rediscover what I enjoyed
in the first place.
So yes, I get you. I just also can’t help but think that canon doesn’t have to be a dividing line.
In comics, it’s often a measure of whatever is most mainstream, with divergences advocated

across the board. Out of Into the Spider-verse’s many valuable messages, a significant one is in
how fiction exists beyond the mainstream, and that new perspectives, ideas, and content are
valid. Canon doesn’t have to hold us down, but instead be used as a leaping off point; fostering
creativity with the possibilities, sowing the ground for the seed of culture, rather than trampling over it.
***
Elijah,
I think you’re right that we’re not as far apart as it might seem and I’m energized in particular by your description of rediscovering your love of Star Wars through a role-playing game.
There’s something potentially magical in how RPGs ask us to participate in storytelling rather
than accept either of the traditionally “pure” roles of author or audience. (I’m a bit amazed that
neither of us has touched on fan faction, but due to space constraints, I think I’m going to have
to leave that acknowledgement to the side for now.)
I would also agree that the problem isn’t canon per se, it the way that canon is used and valued.
There’s nothing wrong with, say, a Marvel Cinematic Universe – that is, a set of stories that overlap and build on each other in a roughly consistent fashion – just as there’s nothing wrong every
so often with setting particular canons aside, such as in a Crisis-on-Infinite-Earths-style reboot.
The problem is that too many of our stories have stopped being stories and started to function
as brands. We cannot help by to be shaped by the stories we love, but we give up something
when we become part of a brand, if for no other reason than that stories change when we need
them to change, but brands change (or do not) at the whim of the rights holder. I think you’re
exactly right that it’s good when we push against canon, I just think that we’re better off when
we stop spending our energy fighting over what canon should be (and, too often, which communities’ voices do and do not matter in determining canon) and realize that canon, especially
in terms of storytelling franchises, is temporary, arbitrary, and illusory. It isn’t ours, and it isn’t
for us. It is, at best, a starting point, and we are better off the sooner we move on.U

MUSIC

– When you think of dance music,
you most likely think of upbeat electronica
built to get your body moving. What that
can entail varies greatly, but a certain tempo
is expected as a baseline. And dance pop
sensation Robyn is no stranger to the dance
banger, having the irresistible “Dancing On
My Own” to her credit. But with her latest
release, Honey, Robyn delivers a puzzlingly
chill album that seemingly betrays her dance
roots. But below the chill surface, Honey is an
album that’s more concerned with making
dance music more intimate than pumping out
obvious bangers.
“Missing U,” the first track on the album,
delivers the expected tempo of a dance classic,
but things get decidedly slower from there.
The very chill beats of “Human Being” aren’t
something you’d typically think of as dance,
but you can practically feel the heat between
two people as the music thrums through you
HONEY

and you’re invited to “pull your body closer to
mine.” The lyric isn’t even doing the heavy lifting, as the very deliberate tempo is designed
to pull you in and pull you closer to your
partner.
That’s the thing about dance music, though:
The tempo is a fallacy. What really matters is
its power to draw you closer to something.
Dance music is hugely interpersonal even
without considering the lyrics. Its power to
penetrate our shells allows us to interact with
it in a way that’s more active than other genres
of music, which often equate to more passive experiences. Honey understands this all
too well, but also uses the excuse to explore
how slowing down the tempo can accentuate dance music’s power to attract. Adding in
lyrics that explore the loneliness of breaking
up and reliving the perfect moments of a relationship only enhance the feeling of drawing
you in, slowly.

MUSIC
The title track of Honey encapsulates
everything about Robyn’s new direction. As
all-enveloping and treacly as its namesake,
“Honey” pulsates with a steady rhythm that’s
often interrupted by moments of subtle
sound that’s the equivalent of falling into
the sky as Robyn confidently sings “you’re
not going to get what you need, but baby I
have want you want, come get your honey.”
The trick here is that it’s not just drawing you
into something, it’s enveloping you in a sea of
sound to the point where you can’t help but
feel close to something, even when you’re by
yourself. The magic of great dance music is
that its pull isn’t limited to movement. It’s a
wonderfully interactive genre of music, but it
can also stir feelings in you just by listening
to it by yourself. Themes of lost love, magical moments, broken hearts, and unshakable
confidence tie everything together as if the
beats and the ideas sung over them naturally go hand-in-hand. If dance music truly
is about the interpersonal, there can be no
other way of doing it.
– Jeremy Signor

P L AY L IS T

“Honey,” by Robyn
“Can’t Get Enough of Myself,” by Santigold,
BC Unidos
“Bon Bon Chocolat,” by EVERGLOW
“get well soon,” by Ariana Grande
“Down With the Clique,” by Solange
“Beatific,” by Glass Candy
“Harvey,” by Her’s
“Come Along,” by Cosmo Sheldrake
“my boy,” by Billie Ellish
“Feel So Good,” by Mase
“WOOWA,” by DIA
“Living Room, NY,” by Laura Stevenson
“Dylan Thomas,” by Better Oblivion Community Center
“Communication,” by Disq
“Funeral,” by Phoebe Bridgers
“Tired of Waking Up Tired,” by The Diodes
“You Dropped A Bomb On Me,” by The Gap
Band
“Fade My Mind,” by TK Echo
“Loverboy,” by Miserable
“bad guy,” by Billie Ellish
“Love You So,” by The King Khan & BBQ
Show
“Color Him Father,” by Linda Martell

Listen now on Spotify

BOO KS
– Brandon Melendez is
my kind of poet, one who isn’t afraid to pay
tribute to the bands of his youth. See his ode
to Chester Bennington of Linkin Park, which
confronts depression with unflinching grace
in his poem “Taphophobia, The Morning
After I Learn Chester Bennington Committed Suicide”:
THREE NEW POETS

their work aloud as if for the first time ever,
Brandon has put in the time under the lights
and it shows. But he doesn’t skate on those
skills, it’s clear with this new work that Brandon is pushing his poetry beyond the simple
dichotomy of performance versus the page by
hammering out a distinct alloy between them.
***

“I can only talk about myself
as ending. My throat, a carillon tower
flooding with the musician still inside.”

In a recent review of George Abraham’s new
illustrated chapbook The Specimen’s Apology,
Joumana Altallal writes:

Brandon gets synesthetic to describe the
propulsion of music through the body, and
how the mind and body can dam up that
energy. That same energy pulses through the
last poem in his very soon to be released collection Gold that Frames the Mirror, where he
writes on the increasingly complex and fractured nature of family with a clarity of honest
thought:

“In some ways, to be Palestinian is
to inhabit this bracketed body deemed
imaginary and to queer it through language, imagination, and memory. In
The Specimen’s Apology, George Abraham does not attempt to erase the erasures but rather to inhabit the intimacy
of worlds that are, in their mistranslation, profoundly familiar.”

“more than anything I am afraid of
forgetting

This encapsulates what George brings to
his poetry – a taut command of the inevitable
spaces that emerge in translating language
and the experience of a body moving through
space. Like Brandon he also conducts through
melody and music, as in his poem “Ars Poetica with Waning Memory”:

where I came from. what if tomorrow
I turn around & can’t place all the people
smiling. or worse
what if all I see is a string of skulls
held together by fishing line, the hook
in my lip.”
A seasoned performer, Brandon puts his
slam-forged chops to work while maintaining a dedication to intimate lyricism. Where
many poets stand up at a podium and read

“i pluck the instrument until
no man. o tenor hum. o vibrato of shedding
dead.”
He is strumming the strings of experience
between man to man, body to body, surging
through punctuation that barely holds back.
His experience as queer, as Palestinian, and as

BOO KS
a PhD candidate is the habitation of several
planes of reality in a single instance, and he
is unafraid to confront them all as such. See
“against perturbation”:
“i ornament my face
in patches of shadows & light, blend them
into continuum; from two points, i birth
a multiverse, brief
			&
unexpected;
whereas, in truth,
i saw this poem coming from miles away.”

robot love and other non-normative forms of
love. She explores varieties of love not bound
by dominant notions about which bodies are
permitted to be desired, and by whom.”
Margaret splices modes and language typical of speculative fiction, anthropomorphizing machines into silicon life so that it may
interact on humanity’s level. These are the
robots of Metropolis and Robocop, the factory
floor and Transformers, but also those rooted
in code crafted by fallible human hands. As
creations of men and women they are draw in
similar sketches, as in “Beam, Robot”:

***
Scientific poetics are often more about process – Christian Bok’s poems encoded in living DNA, or Jen Bervin working with medical
terminology and textile experts to produce
her silk poems – works that seek to do more
than just cross boundaries.
Margaret Rhee is doing much the same but
explicitly intertwining emotion, desire, and
approach between humanity and technology
in her recent book Love, Robot. Of course, in
doing so the microscope is tuned in sharper
relief upon ourselves.
As Peter Myers writes in Chicago Review of
Books: “Since [Margaret] is a scholar of critical
race and gender studies, it’s no surprise that
her poems offer parallels between human-

i was
following the morse code of my human
heart.
why did you buy flowers and cards for me
even though.
why did you shine and
flicker and blink
after it was
long over.
That this is a two-way street, particularly
when Margaret uses the duende buried within
algorithms to feed code back to us, twisting
a purely machine-readable language into a
simulacrum of the human experience.
– Levi Rubeck

BOO KS
THINGS

THAT

MAKE

UNCOMFORTABLE

– Peter Ayckroyd’s novel
builds on Iain Sinclair’s Lud Heat and, with
it, forms a foundation for the most interesting themes in Alan Moore and Eddie Campbell’s From Hell, namely the notion that 18th
century architect Nicholas Hawksmoor had
sinister, ulterior motives for building his
London churches. Ackroyd’s novel is split
between two timelines, an account of architect Nicholas Dyer (modeled on the historical Hawksmoor) building his churches and
that of Nicholas Hawksmoor, a detective
investigating a series of Satanic murders
at Dyer’s churches. The result is a dizzying,
time-twisting exercise in dread, easily one
of the most misanthropic books I have ever
read, full of a chillingly casual disregard of
life in pursuit of occult power.
– Stu horvath
HAWKSMOOR

AFTER HOURS

– A three-volume yuri

manga set among the Tokyo nightlife with
a wealth of DJ-scene detail; so good I was
shocked it’s written by a man.
– Astrid Budgor

WHITE

PEOPLE

– If anyone in the

National Football League is qualified to
write a book about the realities of being a
black man playing professional sports in
America today, it’s Michael Bennett. Currently a defensive end with the New England
Patriots (and having previously played with
the Philadelphia Eagles, Seattle Seahawks
and Tampa Bay Buccaneers), superstardom
wasn’t enough to prevent him from being
pinned to the ground by a police officer who
threatened to shoot him in the head for no
apparent reason (other than being a large
black man). Here, along with The Nation’s
sports editor Dave Zirin, he speaks truth to
power on issues surrounding sports, institutional racism, and intersectional feminism
in characteristically uncompromising fashion, while remaining accessible enough for
anyone to follow, understand, and act upon.
Powerful and necessary.
– Ben Sailer

MOV I E S

– Werner Herzog’s Into the
Abyss begins with a death house chaplain. He
is a gentle looking man in a oatmeal colored
shirt sitting in front of a field of crosses talking about a merciful God. Later that day he
will stand at a man’s ankle as he receives the
lethal injection, the government’s response to
his involvement in a triple homicide.
Herzog never shies away from the crime
his two primary interview subjects are a party
to – in an attempt to steal two cars, Michael
Perry and Jason Burkett killed a 50-year-old
housewife, her son and his friend. At the start
of his interview with Perry, a man eight days
from execution, he states: “It does not exonerate you. And when I talk to you, it does not
necessarily mean I have to like you. But I
respect you, and you’re a human being, and I
think human beings should not be executed.”
Into the Abyss doesn’t care about whether or
not its featured inmates are guilty – Herzog
deliberately leaves out eyewitness testimony
that corroborates their guilt – but rather the
humanity and intimacy of the death penalty.
INTO the ABYSS

In part, this is because of Herzog’s interview
style. He asks the wife of an imprisoned man
to describe her husband’s hands – the only
part of his body that she has touched. He tells
a man that he must have been smarter than
his peers because he was illiterate and could
not have easily found the answers through
reading. Family and human connections are
what drive Into the Abyss to a point where it’s
impossible to disconnect the life that’s about
to be taken from the lives that were, and the
people still left alive.
Throughout, Herzog shows the unmitigated horror of the situation in a way that
highlights its senselessness – the dead body of
a young man represented by his fleeing legs,
his mother’s body seen as a wrapped sheet
in water, a car with a tree growing through
its ruined floor, cookies half-baked on the
kitchen counter. Herzog approaches each of
these moments with care and empathy and
leaves you thinking long after Perry has found
his way to the death house.
– Amanda Hudgins

MOV I E S
– Hollowed-out sylvan pagan
horror. Barely any dialogue, moves as slow as
a candle burns. Incredible drone score.
– Astrid Budgor
HAGAZUSSA

– This movie is
terrible. So, so terrible. But despite how boring the primary antagonist is, how bad the
plot is, how meaningless the characters are
and how it’s even more mindless than people
expected the original to be, the one thing it
is is fun. It’s a really terrible, bad, fun movie.
And I love it for that.
– Rob Rich
PACIFIC RIM UPRISING

– There’s a lot to learn about
the scaffolding of Paweł Pawlikowski’s Cold
War. The value of this information is relative;
it’s not necessary to know it’s a loose biography of his parents, caught up in the titular
multi-national tension after World War II,
but it is interesting. The film itself soars at a
brisk pace, packed with constantly shifting
regional music that is forcibly infused with
state propaganda, and two lovers playing between magnetic poles like an executive desk
toy. At times, the years seem to evaporate a
little too quickly, leaving little room to settle
into anything other than heightened passion,
and I am often left questioning the decade or
the location. But this is spilt soup; the photography swims in linocut monochrome
shadows, and each breath therein feels like
a gift. When Wiktor says “You could have
come with me,” Zula responds with “You
could have stayed,” that back edge of passion
flashes as it ever has.
– Levi Rubeck
COLD WAR

The LAST GOSPEL of the PAGAN BABIES

– Queer history is this secret, hidden thing,
concealed due to intent and the lost generation that was the AIDs crisis of the late 80’s
and early 90’s. Add in the added social pressure of being queer in Kentucky? You might
as well be talking about a lost civilization.
This is why, for me, the Last Gospel of the Pagan Babies was so important. I didn’t know
these stories, these people, but they traveled
the same paths that I did, they walked down
the same streets and their history is important to me. The Last Gospel of the Pagan
Babies preserves that so future generations
don’t have to wonder if they were the first gay
kids to walk down Limestone.
– Amanda Hudgins

T E L EV I S IO N

– Takagi
likes Nishitaka. Nishitaka likes Takagi. The
problem is, Nishitaka doesn’t know he likes
Takagi. Or, more accurately, he won’t admit it
to himself, much less anyone else. Nishitaka
and Takagi are both on the cusp of a specific
period of adolescence, and it affects them
both in different ways.
Nishitaka doesn’t just deny his feelings for
Takagi; he denies all his feelings. For a teenage
boy like Nishitaka, expressing any vulnerability or even interest in something is a weakness
that can’t be risked. Nishitaka’s anxious selfediting paints a surprisingly incisive picture
of performative adolescent masculinity. In
one episode, Nishitaka’s afraid he’ll be made
fun of for wanting to pet a cat.
Nishitaka’s obsession with making himself
invulnerable would be off-putting if it weren’t
so absurd. Nishitaka is utterly defined by the
emotions he tries so hard to suppress. He’s an
awkward, lovable goofball. He loves romance
manga, cats and pretend games. Despite his
endless attempts to “get one over” on Takagi,
he deeply respects her and frets about her
feelings constantly. Of course, all this fretting and worrying is part of what Takagi loves
about him.
KARAKAI JOZU no TAKAGI-SAN

Takagi possesses a much greater selfawareness than Nishitaka. She understands
Nishitaka as the genuine, bashful dork he is,
and she loves him for his genuineness. Takagi
“teases” Nishitaka relentlessly to undermine
his ridiculous would-be “cool” image and
draw out the embarrassment she loves. Her
“master teasing” isn’t even teasing so much as
it is just waiting for Nishitaka’s plans to blow
up in his face. It’s remarkable how little she
has to do to twist him around her little finger. Which is only possible because, of course,
Nishitaka loves her, too.
Crucially, no matter how Nishitaka embarrasses himself, Takagi never teases him for
his feelings. She’d never chastise him for liking cats or reading romance manga; she loves
him for those things. Instead, she draws out
his true feelings to try to help him understand
himself – and how he feels about her. She
just . . . happens to like having him wrapped
around her little finger in the process. She’s a
teenager too, after all.
If you only watch one episode of Karakai
Jozu no Takagi-san, make it episode 11. It’ll be
the cutest god damn thing you’ve ever seen.
– Harry Mackin

T E L EV I S IO N
– If the first season left you perturbed, pretend that you have been swept to
another dimension, a place where you look
like you and talk like you but are a different
you, who has been through a different set of
circumstances, who thinks a little differently,
who decides to press play on Season Two.
While still a focus, Prairie Johnson, who
in Season Two lives in the identical but better-groomed body of Nina Azarova (don’t
worry, it all makes sense), doesn’t get to do
any storytelling or dance instruction. This
time, creators Brit Marling and Zal Batmanglij use the more dynamic storytelling device
of a dogged private eye: houseboat dwelling, super-smart, enigmatic loner Karim
Washington, who could be a cliché but isn’t.
Through Karim’s search for a missing teen
girl, we learn about an obscure but lucrative videogame, a house that’s also a puzzle,
a giant octopus with a stage act and a bigdata scheme involving dream harvesting.
The show alternates between Karim’s San
Francisco tech-horror noir and the goingson with the Season One dance team back in
the old dimension.
The OA employs good actors all around,
but Phyllis Smith and Kingsley Ben-Adir are
something special. If you actually made it
through Season One you owe it to yourself
to take the jump.
– Daisy Decoster
The OA

– “Netflix Original” is a
term I have learned to approach with skepticism. Most Netflix shows aren’t particularly
memorable, fading from my mind shortly
after the binge is over. Not so for Russian
Doll, a surprising riff on the Groundhog Day
formula that sees a hilariously gruff Natasha
Lyonne investigating a mystery both personal and metaphysical. While it ends on a
brighter note than I expected, it hits some
surprising horror notes along the way and,
frankly, I can’t get the damn thing out of my
head, which is a sure mark of quality.
– Stu Horvath
RUSSIAN DOLL

The DRAGON PRINCE

– I know I’m late to

the party, but wow, this show is great. The 3D
cell-shaded animation is noticeably choppy
at times, sure, but it doesn’t matter when the
story and characters are this interesting.
To be honest, I’d have been on board right
from the start knowing that some of the folks
who worked on Avatar: The Last Airbender
(the show, not the abominable movie) were
involved. And while The Dragon Prince has
absolutely nothing to do with Avatar, it
does share similar DNA. By which I mean I
adored most of the characters (Amaya is The
Best and I will fight anyone who says otherwise) right from the start.
Anyway, you might want to check it out if
you get the chance. It’s worth the time spent
watching.
– Rob Rich

GA MES

THOMAS WAS ALONE...ACTION FIGURES?

Modern ideals of heroism are often conflated
with killer abs and a baritone that would
give Nick Cave a run for his money. Action
figures wear beach bods like Overwatch skins,
all identical save the ‘dos they sport and
the placement of ab-exposing rips in their
clothing.
That’s what makes the idea of Thomas
Was Alone action figures so . . . strange.
They’re monochromatic shapes: Chris is a
small, yellow square, whereas John is a tall,
slender rectangle. But Thomas Was Alone’s
narrator goes to great lengths to convince you
that Mike Bithell’s geometric cast truly are
superheroes. And by the end of the game, you
start to believe it.
Claire might not be able to jump as high as
Thomas, but she can float in water! And while
Chris resents the others for their athleticism,
only he can get into some of the smaller
spaces, making him an essential member of
this band of quadrilateral Avengers. Each of
Thomas Was Alone’s characters is blessed with
their own unique ability, all of which come

into play during their quest. When Claire
discovers her skill, her elation is infectious.
She’s special now – a real, square superhero!
But these shapes don’t have bulging biceps
or killer hairlines. Instead, they’re twodimensional, the vanilla of the geometric
world. And that’s what makes Thomas Was
Alone such an affecting take on superheroes.
Every single one of us holds something
special, and appearances are irrelevant when
it comes to making a difference. Sure, Captain
America probably does his job a little better
because he can run for seven years, but that’s
not the quality that makes him so inspiring.
It’s his willingness to always pursue the right
thing so that the ones he loves can be safe. To
kick evil aliens in their alien bums so they
stop trying to eat everyone on earth,
Thomas Was Alone’s action figures highlight
the fact that anyone can be a hero, even if
they’re seen as a bit of a square by those
around them. It’s not about how you look or
how high you can jump: it’s about what you
believe in, and how well you play with others.
– Cian Maher

GA MES
– I think a lot about
Metro Exodus’s vision of a post-apocalyptic
world, and can’t help but compare it to the
Bethesda-developed Fallout games. Exodus
features a semi-open world to explore, a
departure from previous Metro games. They
both feature “attractions” to explore if you
want. The thing is, though, most of the time
there’s something to find in every location
you visit in the Fallout games. Every space is
“important”. Not so in Exodus, where some
marks on the map are just deserted monster
nests that get you nothing when you explore
them. Whether accidental or by design,
Metro Exodus is an indictment of the open
world formula as we’ve codified it due to
both how empty-feeling the outside world
is coupled with the fact that by far the best
bits of Exodus are the claustrophobic underground segments that the Metro series has
always been known for.
– Jeremy Signor
METRO EXODUS

RADIANT HISTORIA: PERFECT CHRONOL-

– Back when Radiant Historia was first
released on the Nintendo DS, I pined after
what was described as the second coming of
Chrono Trigger. Being a broke college student
though, I had little money for videogames,
and mostly forgot about it until recently
learning it was remastered as Radiant Historia: Perfect Chronology for the Nintendo 3DS
in 2017. Its time-traveling theme is fitting for
a game I’d wanted to check out for years, and
its interweaving plot threads take little time
to suck you into a deep narrative of military
subterfuge and palace intrigue. It’s a decidedly old-school JRPG that’s a worth a look in
the waning days of the 3DS.
– Ben Sailer
OGY

YAKUZA 0

– There’s nothing like punch-

ing bullies and killing time in the neon-lit
streets of 1980s Japan in Yakuza 0. It’s the
era of bright, gaudy colors and saccharine
dance-floor tunes. As the ex-Yakuza duo
Kiryu Kazuma and Majima Goro, I whiled
away more hours singing karaoke and playing mahjong than seeking vengeance and
resolution in my personal quests. Yet the
game’s sprawling epic set in the seedy underbelly of Kamurocho is, in equal amounts,
campy and sincere. The side stories about the
everyday lives of regular Japanese folks, too,
are both genuine, even wistful. It’s like watching reruns of your favorite soap opera - you
won’t get enough of it in one sitting.
– Khee Hoon Chan

I N T E R R O G AT I V E
Who are you and what do you do?
My name is Brandon Dixon and I’m the creator and writer of Swordsfall. Outside of the
art, the entirety of the project came from my head.
Why do you do what you do?
I always had a passion for creating things. When I was a kid, I’d make my own robots
and such. MacGuyer was one of my favorite shows, I was just that kind of kid. As I grew
older, that turned to other things. When I got into tabletop games and GM’d for the first
time, I caught the bug. Creating this huge, vast campaigns wasn’t a chore for me, it was
fun. Eventually, it turned into a need to create a full game. And that became Swordsfall.
What is the most dangerous thing you’ve ever done?
I try to stay away from danger. I’m not trying to die. Usually, when I get into danger it’s
someone else’s fault. Like when I was in high school and some ladies I was hanging out
wanted to go to this specific pool one summer. In another town. No biggie right? Well, it
was a few towns over, a well-known gathering spot for the KKK. As a young black man,
I wasn’t happy. Not at all. I got looks that whole afternoon. If you’ve seen Get Out, then
you know the look I’m talking about. I was a party pooper the whole time until they gave
up and took me back home. That was the last time I ever saw either one of them. They
didn’t get why I’d be uncomfortable and that’s just not OK.
What is a creative work that has changed you and how did it do so?
I always tell people Black Panther. That movie really cemented the feeling that this
could happen. That we could have an all-black production and it be amazing and well
received by all. Another one, which I haven’t really mentioned yet, is a different choice.
The movie Desperado, with Antonio Banderas, was just a game-changing movie for me.
The way it mixed dry humor with thrilling action scenes always stuck out to me. I’ve
seen the movie dozens of times. I have almost the whole movie annoyingly memorized.
What is your least favorite thing?
Cole Slaw. Ughhh. Just kill me now.
Eat the rich?
With a side of Grey Poupon and pinky finger out.
***
Check out the Welcome to Tikor Kickstarter Campaign, funding the setting book for
Swordsfall, a science fiction/fantasy Afropunk tabletop roleplaying game.
Interrogation conducted by Stu Horvath

